PETROMAR®
SUPER WASH

Petromar® Super Wash takes on the toughest
grease, carbon or heavy oil cleaning jobs and
cleans and degreases in one application without
leaving any residue. So you can paint, weld or
repair an area immediately

Revolutionary breakthrough in Cleaners,
Degreasers and Dispersants

IS ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE AND IT

WORKS …. UNBELIEVABLE!!
®

100% non-toxic, water-based industrial cleaner “ PETROMAR Super Wash ( SW-001 ) “ Made in USA

1. APPLICATION
PETROMAR® Super wash is the water-based,
non-combustible, non toxic, biodegradable and
highly concentrated degreaser which is widely used
by the world’s most respected industrial giants such
as petroleum refineries, oil exploration contractors,
oil ring operators, steamship lines, aircraft
maintenance, cable car operators, railways, tug and
barge operation, chemical storage tank farms and
transit systems.
PETROMAR® Super Wash cleaner and dispersant
is a revolutionary breakthrough in today’s industrial
cleaners. This buffered alkaline chemical, unlike
other similar products, produces exceptional results
for petroleum based cleaning problems. In fact
PETROMAR® Super Wash succeeds in cleaning
situation where, up until now, only extreme caustic,
hazardous preparations have been able to perform.
PETROMAR® Super Wash is water-based liquid
which is non toxic and readily biodegradable; it has
no petroleum-based additives, no halogens or acids,
no sulfides, no ingredients that weaken metal and no
phosphorous compounds harmful to the environment,
PETROMAR® Super Wash has no flash point – it
does no burn nor does it emit noxious fumes; it does
not leave a residue, shelf life is indefinite.

PETROMAR® Super Wash is EPA ( Environmental
Protection Agency ) registered, authorized by the
USDA ( United States Department of Administration ),
Accepted by OSHA ( Occupational Safety and Health
Administration ) and Military approval.
PETROMAR® Super Wash has been formulated to
range in application from the most difficult cleaning
tasks such as removing heavy oils form tanks,
machinery and concrete, to cleaning food stains from
carpets.
Refer to the attached sheets for the PETROMAR®
Super wash
dilution best suited to your needs
Technical Assistance is available. There is a wide
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EXTRA HEAVY DUTY AND
MAKE YOUR JOB EASIER !!

range of methods for using PETROMAR® super
wash, from spraying on and wiping off to inducing
PETROMAR® Super Wash into the solution tank for
various cleaning devices, such as commercial
scrubbers, steam machines, pressure-washers, butter
worth systems, hydro blasters, etc.
2. SOME OF THE USES






Dashboard, carpeting, upholstery, headliner,
leather, vinyl, fabric, tires, carwash, tar
remover, tire cleaner, bumper cleaner, sticker
remover,
mildew
remover,
bird
dropping/insect remover, clean car engine &
transmission, bridges, heads, slime.
Excellent for steam cleaners, pressure
washers, butte worth system, hydro blasters,
power station lagoons, nuclear power plants,
metal
preparation,
replacement
of
trichloroethylene.
Special application: boiler coils, heat
exchangers, pre-heaters, air conditioning coils,
chiller lines, engines block, bromide pump and
part.

3. DIRECTIONS




In difficult cleaning situations, PETROMAR®
super wash efficiency is maximized when it
is sprayed on and allowed a working time of
30 to 60 minutes.
To complete the cleaning job, agitation by
brushing or wiping may be necessary, a
bucket solution of water and PETROMAR®
Super Wash should be used to rinse the rags
or brushes ( 2 of to 1 part PETROMAR®
Super Wash will be more than adequate ).

4. GENERAL INFORMATION
PETROMAR® super Wash is an excellent for
use in a variety of oil or chemical spills, it is
effective on petroleum materials extending from
light unstable distillates such as ; naphtha, xylem
acetone, MEK, benzene, toluene, gasoline, jet
fuel, diesel, as heavy heating oils and crude oil
In dealing with chemical spills there are of course
several factors to course concern, explosion, toxic
emission, confinement, and finally clean up
PETROMAR® Super Wash can play a decisive
role in category.





Explosion:
one
essential
property
PETROMAR® Super Wash will exhibit when
given the opportunity to reach chemically with
the variety of solvents as mentioned above
will be to render the volatile nature of those
materials inert.
Toxic emissions: it produces a valid
neutralizing effect when used in this situation.
Confinement : By adjusting the viscosity of the
basic formulation ( with thickening agents )
the product can the be applied in a manner so
that it can act to keep the spill material in
place as it works to clean the contaminated
are.
NOTE :


Effectively in Use with Warm Water
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PETROMAR
PETROMAR®®
SUPER
SUPERWASH
WASHSW-001A
SW-001A
USAGE GUIDELINE
Heat exchangers, Vessel, Holding tanks ( fuel
tanks), oil stained concrete, tank cleaning
degreasing, structural & exterior cleaning,
engines, carbon on engine heads, bunker C,
Cosmo line, grease traps, overhauls,
transformer maintenance, engine block,
quarry cranes, straddle carriers, railway tracks
and prime movers, aircraft cargo holds and
wheel wells, locomotives.
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PETROMAR®
SUPER WASH SW-001B
USAGE GUIDELINE
Heavy equipment, general car and trucks,
cleaning deck, platforms, engine rooms,
bulkhead,
degas
tanks
and
barge
compartments, petroleum based drilling mud
and creosote, production machinery, engine
oil and lubricants leakage at car parks and
workshop, aircraft wing spars, down hole
tools, cable car – wire roper.
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PETROMAR®
SUPER WASH SW-001C
USAGE GUIDELINE
Bilges, exhaust stack smoke, rubber clothing,
oil soaked ground & beach sand, vinyl, decks,
teakwood, air conditioner filters, carpeting,
fiber glass, fish scales, greasy floors,
restaurant kitchens, toilets, commercial
buildings, car parks, petrol stations, fuel pump
spillage, markets, general cleaning of dirt and
greasy surfaces on production floors, machine
shops, garbage disposal truck and storage
area, Etc.
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PETROMAR®
SUPER WASH
BULK, BLENDING, PACKING AND
DISTRIBUTOR

BULK STORAGE, BLENDING , PACKING AND DISTRIBUTION :
PETROMAR INDUSTRIES PTE LTD
196 PANDAN LOOP # 01-05
PANTECH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
SINGAPORE 128384
TEL : 65-67766567 FAX : 65-67762965
e-mail : petromar@singnet.com.sg

ASIA-PASIFIC OPERATIONS

Authorized Distributor :

Authorized Dealer :

WIRA MULTI DAYA, CV
JL. PEMUDA NO.02 PANGKALAN SESAI
DUMAI – RIAU
INDONESIA ( 28824 )
TEL. ( 62 ) 36120, FAX. ( 62 ) 765-37338
Website : http://www.petromar-superwash.co.id
e-mail : wmd-dmi@yahoo.co.id
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